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simple Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) function, and are prevalent
in prior work [5, 6]. However, they do not capture the end-toend latency characteristics of multiple functions coordinated
through event-based serverless triggering mechanisms. Prior
work typically reports the response time of a synchronous
HTTP request served by a serverless function, but event-based
serverless architectures often use asynchronous triggers to
orchestrate complex workflows [13, 12, 15, 16]. Therefore, finegrained asynchronous tracing is required to identify bottlenecks
and capture the event-based execution of serverless function
coordination.
In this paper, we propose an initial cross-provider benchmark
for evaluating serverless function triggers called TriggerBench
and demonstrate its utility through experimentation in two
leading cloud providers (Microsoft Azure and AWS). We
adopt distributed tracing to collect and correlate performance
traces for synchronous and asynchronous function triggers.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Our methodology (Section II) can serve as a reference for
Serverless computing emerged as a promising cloud comput- researchers and practitioners to evaluate function triggers as
ing paradigm and experiences strong interest in industry and foundational communication primitives of modern serverless
academia. It aims to liberate users from operational concerns applications. Our experimental results (Section III) for two leadsuch as managing or scaling server infrastructure, by offering ing cloud providers show that the Azure HTTP trigger performs
a high-level service with fine-grained billing [1, 2].
best and most stable. However, queue and storage triggers in
One important decision criterion for developers choosing a Azure are five times slower than their AWS counterparts. We
specific cloud provider is performance. Prior work has reported identify triggers that suffer from extreme long tail latency and
many performance challenges for serverless platforms [3, 4, 5, derive insights that can guide developers in choosing between
6] such as coldstarts [7, 8, 9, 10], slow tail latency [9], and four similar trigger types, namely streams, messages, events,
branch mispredictions in short-lived functions [11]. However, and queues. Finally, we discuss our contributions (Section IV),
little work has studied the performance of event-based function relate them to prior research (Section V), and outline challenges
triggers [5], although they are a core building block of practical for future work (Section VI). We release the TriggerBench
serverless applications [12]. A study comparing serverless benchmarking software, data, and results as a replication
control flow methods [13] raised performance challenges for package1 to foster future research.
event-based triggers. Similarly, Pelle et al. [14] reported varying
II. T RIGGER B ENCH
invocation delays in AWS depending on message payload size.
However, these results are limited to a single provider and
Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of our benchmarkdifficult to reproduce.
ing approach for trigger latency. The figure visualizes the main
Understanding function triggers as the communication primi- interactions between the two main components benchmark
tives for building serverless applications across cloud providers orchestrator and cloud provider. First 1 , an invoker- and
requires fine-grained tracing to address gaps in current research.
Micro-benchmarks measure individual aspects of serverless
1 Zenodo archive planned upon peer-reviewed publication based on:
platforms, such as the CPU speed or platform overhead of a https://github.com/joe4dev/trigger-bench/

Abstract—Serverless computing offers a scalable event-based
paradigm for deploying managed cloud-native applications.
Function triggers are essential building blocks in serverless, as
they initiate any function execution. However, function triggering
is insufficiently studied and inherently hard to measure given
the distributed, ephemeral, and asynchronous nature of eventbased function coordination. To address this gap, we present
TriggerBench, a cross-provider benchmark for evaluating serverless function triggers based on distributed tracing. We evaluate
the latency of eight types of triggers in Microsoft Azure and three
in AWS. Our results show that all triggers suffer from long tail
latency, storage triggers introduce variable multi-second delays,
and HTTP triggers are most suitable for interactive applications.
Our insights can guide developers in choosing optimal event or
messaging triggers for latency-sensitive applications. Researchers
can extend TriggerBench to study the latency, scalability, and
reliability of further trigger types and cloud providers.
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Figure 1. High-level overview of benchmarking approach.

receiver-function as well as an external service connecting
these two functions (Section II-A) are deployed into a cloud
provider using an automated deployment script. The invoker
function calls the external service, which is configured to
trigger the receiver function through different trigger types
(Section II-B). All cloud resources are instrumented with
detailed trace points (Section II-A) and forward trace spans
to a provider-specific tracing service such as AWS X-Ray2 or
Azure Application Insights3 . Second 2 , a workload profile
(Section II-C) is applied to invoke the invoker function though
an HTTP gateway. Third 3 , the benchmark orchestrator
retrieves partial traces from the tracing service and 4 analyzes
them by correlating disconnected traces and extracting relevant
timestamps (Section II-D). This correlated trace dataset is then
available for further performance analysis (e.g., Section III).
A. Measurement Methodology
This section describes the measurement methodology for
synchronous and asynchronous function triggers. In both cases,
we define trigger latency as the time difference between t1 and
t4 , where t1 denotes the last line of user code before starting
the service call in the invoker function, and t4 denotes the first
line of user code in the receiver function.
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At t3 , the function infrastructure (e.g., Firecracker [17] for
AWS) receives the function execution request and starts to
initialize the function runtime (e.g., Node.js). This initialization
overhead can be substantial for coldstarts [7, 8, 9, 10], but
is reduced for repeated invocations if the function is kept
in memory. Subsequently, the function invocation starts by
executing the user code in the receiver function at t4 . Once the
function completes, the control flow returns via the external
service back to the invoker function ending the service call in
t2 .
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Figure 4. Trigger latency ∆(t1 , t4 ) for asynchronous function trigger.
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Figure 2. Trigger latency ∆(t1 , t4 ) for synchronous function trigger.

The sequence diagram in Figure 2 visualizes synchronous
function triggering where the invoker function and the external
2 https://aws.amazon.com/xray/
3 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/app-insights-
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service remain active during the entire invocation of the
receiver function. After t1 , the invoker function initiates a
service call to an external service (e.g., API gateway), which
triggers the receiver function within the cloud-provider internal
infrastructure. The invoker function needs to attach a tracing
token to the outgoing service call, typically in the form of
an HTTP tracing header. Figure 3 shows examples of tracing
headers for AWS X-Ray4 and the W3C standard used by Azure
called Trace Context5 . Most importantly, these headers contain
a trace id to correlate trace points of the same request from
the invoker- and receiver-function (Figure 1). The parent id
helps to generically identify the source of the service call by
linking to the trace point initiating the service call.
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Figure 4 shows asynchronous function triggering where
the invoker function potentially terminates before the external
service triggers the receiver function. The service call immediately returns to the invoker function after completion (e.g.,
uploaded file to object storage). In the meantime, the external
service asynchronously triggers the receiver function at t3 and
additional queueing time might occur before proceeding with
4 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/xray/latest/devguide/xray-concepts.html#
xray-concepts-tracingheader
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/trace-context/#trace-context-http-headers-format

initialization. Asynchronous triggers typically do not propagate
a tracing header. Hence, the receiver function creates a new
trace id that differs from the invoker function, essentially
breaking the trace into two partial/disconnected traces. To
mitigate this issue, we explicitly attach a tracing token to the
metadata or payload of the service call. At t4 , we extract this
tracing token and send it to the tracing service together with
the new trace id of the receiver function. This custom trace
propagation enables our trace analysis to correlate such partial
traces (Section II-D). Finally, the function terminates without
returning to any caller, which makes observability hard without
distributed tracing.

We choose a baseline workload with a low request rate
because a comprehensive characterization of the production
workload from Azure Functions [15] has shown that 81 % of the
applications were invoked at most once per minute on average.
Hence, our baseline workload sends 1 request per second for
60 minutes to collect up to 3600 invocation samples. This low
request rate also prevents excessive coldstarts or overloading
any triggering infrastructure.

B. Trigger Types

D. Trace Analysis

Table I summarizes eight common serverless trigger types
used in this study. The most popular trigger type in serverless is
the HTTP trigger according to an application characterization
study [12] and a comprehensive analysis of the Azure production workload [15]. This trigger reacts to an inovcation
of an HTTP endpoint via a corresponding HTTP request
and is inherently synchronous (all other trigger types are
asynchronous). In Azure Functions, the queue trigger causes
the second-most invocations (33.5%) and is used by 15.2% of
the functions [15]. Queues are first-in, first-out and trigger a
function whenever a new message is received, thus enabling
independent, asynchronous processing of items involving
considerable workload. The cloud object storage trigger is
important given that cloud storage is the most popular external
service used by serverless applications [12]. The storage can
trigger subscribed functions, e.g., when a new item is created
or an existing item is modified.

The trace analyzer correlates disconnected partial traces (see
Figure 1) and yields a summary of fully correlated traces. For
the synchronous HTTP trigger, the tracing services AWS X-Ray
and Azure Application Insights support auto-correlation, where
the receiver function detects a tracing header from the invoker
function and associates it to the fully connected trace. For
asynchronous triggers (Figure 4), trace token propagation is
not supported for all our implemented trigger types except
for the AWS storage trigger, which implements a custom
trace re-parenting strategy. Therefore, each invocation of an
asynchronous trigger creates two disconnected traces with
distinct trace ids. Our trace analyzer uses the tracing token
explicitly associated with t4 (Section II-A) to match the trace
id of the invoker function with the new trace id of the receiver
function. This correlation process joins the two disconnected
traces by id and enables our analyzer to extract results from
the same request, including relevant timestamps identified in
Section II-A and the coldstart status (i.e., whether a function
experienced a coldstart).

Table I
T RIGGER TYPES AND SERVICE MAPPINGS FOR AWS AND A ZURE
Trigger

AWS Service

Azure Service

HTTP
Storage
Queue
Database
Event
Stream
Message
Timer

API Gateway
S3
SQS
DynamoDB
SNS
Kinesis
EventBridge
CloudWatch Events

API Management
Blob Storage
Queue Storage
CosmosDB
Event Grid
Event Hubs
Service Bus Topic
Timer

We implement these three important triggers for the two
leading cloud providers AWS and Azure [12] and an additional
five triggers for Azure. Database triggers react to events in a
database such as insertion, deletion, or update. Event triggers
are provided by Azure Event Grid. Subscribers reliably receive
events when the status of the service or application has changed
and can react to these changes directly. Stream triggers are
enabled via Azure EventHub and are useful when events
arrive in series, the ingestion rate of events is very high, and
low latency is desirable. If latency is not a major concern,
message triggers via Azure Service Bus Topic can be used.
The service provides a more reliable asynchronous delivery of
critical payloads. Finally, timer triggers are used for scheduled

execution of functions, either in a certain interval or at certain
times of the day.
C. Workload Profile

E. Implementation
We implement TriggerBench as a Python library (CLI and
SDK) to automate the entire benchmarking lifecycle (Figure 1).
We use the provider-specific Node.js libraries to instrument
the receiver and invoker functions using Application Insights
for Node.js6 and the AWS X-Ray SDK 7 . All triggers can be
automatically deployed through Infrastructure-as-Code [18]
using Pulumi8 for modular and reproducible deployments.
The open source load testing tool k69 provides reliable and
customizable load generation. Our Python tool is easy to
use because it leverages Docker virtualization to abstract
dependencies and automatically inject provider credentials
when needed.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section describes the experiment setup and results of
our benchmarking study and summarizes key findings.
6 https://www.npmjs.com/package/applicationinsights
7 https://www.npmjs.com/package/aws-xray-sdk
8 https://www.pulumi.com/
9 https://k6.io/

exhibits a similar performance profile, just adding more delay
(+10
%) and tail latency (+54 %). In contrast, the queue trigger
We deploy the serverless components (see Section II-A)
is
more
variable ranging from 205 ms (minimum) beyond
in the AWS region us-east-1 and the Azure region eastus as
1155
ms
(p99),
indicated by the flat slope of its curve. Although
commonly used by other serverless studies [8, 19, 20, 21, 22].
the
event
trigger
has a similar median (642 ms) than the queue
For load generation, we deploy the benchmark orchestrator
trigger
(611
ms),
it performs more stable exemplified by its
(see Figure 1) in an over-provisioned virtual machine (t3.xlarge
lower
tail
latency
(1026 ms).
for AWS, B4ms for Azure) within the same datacenter region
Storage-based
triggers
are the slowest type of triggers in
as the serverless resources.
both providers. They also suffer from extreme tail latency (p99)
B. Results
exemplified by their 23 s delay in Azure and 2.2 s delay in
The empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) plot AWS.
The comparison between AWS and Azure shows that Azure
in Figure 5 visualizes the trigger latency distribution for three
AWS and eight Azure triggers investigated in our study on offers the best HTTP trigger but AWS massively outperforms
a logarithmic scale. It shows that the synchronous HTTP Azure for the queue and storage trigger by a factor of five.
trigger in Azure delivers the best and most stable performance
Key Findings:
of all studied trigger types with a median latency of 32 ms
• The synchronous HTTP trigger has the shortest and
(annotated and indicated by the dotted line) and a tail latency of
most stable latency of all studied trigger types for both
th
65 ms (99 percentile/p99). In comparison, the AWS HTTP
AWS and Azure.
trigger has higher tail latency (151 ms), but is still clearly
• Storage triggers perform worst, introducing variable
the most responsive trigger type studied in AWS. The Azure
multi-second delays.
timer trigger performs similar to the HTTP trigger, but is a
• All triggers suffer from long tail latency.
few milliseconds slower. The asynchronous database trigger
• The Azure queue and storage triggers are five times
in Azure is surprisingly fast with 43 ms median latency but
slower than their AWS counterparts.
th
deteriorates towards the 95 percentile (86 ms) and exceeds
1.6 s delay in its extremely long tail (p99).
IV. D ISCUSSION
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Figure 5. Trigger latency for three AWS and eight Azure triggers based on
3400–3600 samples per configuration excluding coldstarts. The y-axis is in
log-scale and the dotted line denotes the median.

Azure offers four similar services for delivering events
or messages with different performance profiles: streaming,
messaging, queueing, and eventing. Among them, the streaming
trigger performs best (302 ms median) and most stable with
manageable tail latency (519 ms p99). The message trigger

We now discuss our results in the context of interactive
applications and latency-sensitive function coordination.
A. Trigger types for interactive applications
From the studied trigger types, only the synchronous HTTP
trigger is suitable for interactive applications that require
immediate response. Users perceive an interactive reaction
within 100 ms as immediate according to longstanding research
on user experience [23, Chapter 5] and the user-centric
performance model RAIL from Google [24]. Hence, our results
for the HTTP trigger show that even tail latency can satisfy
this requirement for Azure (p99) and most AWS users (p96),
which makes sense because latency is most important for
synchronous triggers. However, our results demonstrate a bestcase scenario and substantial delay could be added by other
factors such as coldstarts [7, 8, 9, 10] and bursty workloads [9].
The Azure database trigger has almost the same median
latency as the AWS HTTP trigger, but is hardly suitable
for interactive scenarios because enabling user interaction
following an asynchronous trigger adds further delay. An
additional concern for some applications might be its extreme
tail latency (1614 ms p99). We disregard the asynchronous
timer trigger because it is typically not used in latency-sensitive
applications. Instead, the primary use case for this type of
trigger is in scheduling periodic background tasks, which are
not sensitive to delays.
Many trigger types could be suitable for interactive applications where users are freely navigating and can cope
with task delays between 100 ms and 1000 ms [23, 24], for
example loading a new web page. As counter-examples, storage

triggering is clearly unsuitable for interactive applications which requires more elaborate measurement methodology and
and the Azure trigger types database, event, and queue are is harder to achieve in current performance trends [29].
problematic due to their tail latencies.
For delays beyond 10 s, users are unwilling to wait and are
VI. C ONCLUSION
likely to abandon a task [23, 24], such as waiting for an image
to process. The AWS storage trigger is suitable for such a
In this paper, we designed and implemented TriggerBench,
common task, but using an Azure storage trigger would likely a cross-provider benchmark for evaluating serverless function
lead to frustrated users due to excessive tail latency (23 s p99). triggers, which are essential communication primitives for
building serverless applications. We demonstrate the utility of
B. Latency-sensitive function coordination
TriggerBench in a benchmarking study covering eight triggers
From the studied trigger types, the stream trigger for on Azure and three triggers on AWS. Our results show that
Azure and queue trigger for AWS are most suitable for all triggers suffer from long tail latency, synchronous HTTP
connecting multiple functions asynchronously and efficiently. triggers are most suitable for interactive applications, and
Asynchronous function coordination is essential in serverless be- storage triggers introduce variable multi-second delays. In
cause synchronous function chaining causes double-billing [25] conclusion, our study highlights the importance of trigger
and is subject to tight execution time limits (e.g., 30 s for AWS benchmarking to guide developers in choosing between similar
HTTP trigger). In Azure, the stream trigger offers the lowest event-based triggers (e.g., stream, message, event, and queue)
latency for reliable and consistent function triggering. However, when building latency-sensitive applications. We discuss that
302 ms median latency is rather slow for low-latency stream many triggers are currently unsuitable for building interactive
processing and even the AWS queue trigger performs 2.7 times serverless applications and asynchronous triggers with lower
better. It might be worthwhile to explore the database trigger and less variable trigger latency are needed for efficient function
for latency-critical applications where extreme tail latency is coordination.
Future work can use TriggerBench to study relevant aspects
acceptable. In AWS, better triggering performance than the
queue trigger could possibly be achieved with other trigger related to function triggering. Different runtimes (e.g., Node.js,
types beyond the scope of this study, for example through Java, Python) affect the initialization overhead included in
the trigger latency as defined in Section II-A. The detailed
direct invocation using a CLI or SDK.
tracing of TriggerBench could help to quantify this overhead
V. R ELATED W ORK
using t3 and study coldstarts in more detail than prior work.
Similar to Pelle et al. [14], the effect of event payloads could
This work complements a large body of work in the very
be studied, potentially isolating transfer times by leveraging t2
active field of serverless performance benchmarking [5, 6, 26,
(Figure 4). Ustiugov et al. [9] indicated that bursty workloads
27] by addressing the research gap of cross-provider trigger
affect function performance and TriggerBench could be used
benchmarking [5].
to study bursty workloads for different trigger types. Finally, a
Closest to this work, Pelle et al. [14] study invocation
longitudinal study would be interesting to monitor performance
delays of containers and serverless functions for different
fluctuations over time (e.g., peaks at certain times of the day
event payload sizes in AWS Lambda and evaluate a latencyor week [30]).
sensitive drone application. In comparison, our work covers
We contribute this initial version of TriggerBench to the
two leading providers rather than solely AWS, contributes
research community as an enabler for future studies covering
a reusable, reproducible, and extensible benchmark rather
more providers, trigger types, and experiment designs. Our tool
than merely reporting results, and characterizes the full
already supports basic authentication for other providers and our
empirical distribution based on 34 × more samples published
existing implementations for trace downloading and analysis
in a documented replication package rather than mean and
can guide provider extensions. Our plugin-based architecture
standard deviation from 100 samples per configuration. We
makes it easy to add additional trigger types without code
also demonstrate and implement more detailed tracing using
changes in the benchmark orchestrator (Figure 1). Similarly,
trace token propagation and generalizable trace correlation to
our SDK can orchestrate complex experiment scenarios (e.g.,
mitigate the limitations of existing tracing systems, especially
periodic re-deployments) and workload profiles are supported
for asynchronous triggers causing disconnected traces.
through flexible and advanced k6 scenarios10 .
Quinn et al. [13] indirectly measure trigger performance in
their study about alternative control flow methods in serverless.
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